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THE LIGHTER SIDE OF GENOCIDE

Salvation Army now bigger than the
British Army!
Special report by our House of Conmen military expenditure committee member:
Col. Sanderz, KFC, B.O, Dip-Stick, KGB. Ex army now MP for Rectum,

ARMY:
Priv. Parts
showing off his
weapon.

NAVY:
H.M.S Pedalo, made in
Taiwan, during sea
trials. Afterwards the
boat wasn't found guilty!

AIRFORCE:
The R.A.F proudly showing
their latest carbon free, eco
friendly fighter, powered by the
latest elastic band technology
from China.

Despite the latest white paper defence cutbacks our Soviet E.U, U.K forces are now a lean,
mean, effective fighting force. The pictures above show our latest equipment, the envy of the
world.
The first rule of warfare is surprise, hence reason we will parachute the Salvation Army in
behind enemy lines. That certainly will be a surprise! Whilst the enemy watch the Salvation
Army band play, “Come All Ye Faithful,” another surprise will await them.
Our newly formed elite homosexual commando unit, called the Queen's Queens, will then
come up the rear. Their job will be to criticize the enemy's curtains. It's a form of psychological
warfare that has proved to be very effective.
The Navy will soon be equipped with the latest H.M.S Pedalo. An effective deterrent to the
constant threat of the Afghan Navy sailing up the Thames.
Meanwhile the R.A.F will get their first supply of the all British fighter, that's made in China, and
powered by eco friendly elastic band technology. The idea is simple. When the enemy look at
the latest R.A.F fighter they will kill themselves laughing!
We realize it's essential to demoralize the British public. A demoralized society will accept
almost anything. Oops, I shouldn't have said that!
Disclaimer:
Fockham Hall Times is against all form of totalitarianism. We believe in revealing the truth,
regardless of how ugly or inconvenient the truth may be. Please see page 7 for further details.
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Was you missold a Democracy?
Have You, Your Father or Grandfather
served in any war since 1914?

This man
allegedly
mis-sold
democracy to
the masses
whilst really
working on
behalf of the
banks.

If you have
woken up to
the fact the
entire
financial
system is
corrupt and
enslaves us,
keep quiet
about it and
make out
you believe
mainstream
propaganda!

Regulated
by psychos
of a certain
political
persuasion.

If so you have been mis-sold a
democracy.
Instead of the promised freedom,
you got a fraudulent finance
system that's designed to
enslave everyone with debt.
Democracy is a myth as Prime
Ministers are chosen by the
banks to represent them;
elections are nothing more than
a pantomime. No mainstream
political party is allowed to
introduce debt free currency.
Simply write to the address
below telling them you can see
through the lies and they will
“Deal” with you!
Remember to tell them your
address, phone number, how
much money you have and your
bank account details to:
MI5 Silencing The Truth Dept.
c/o BBC Propaganda News,
Homo House
Faggot Way
Rectum
UP6 9YU

Sponsored by Government Quango:

Early 1940, Debt Free
Currency seemed set
on rampaging through
Europe.
Rothschild banks had
a dilemma, how could
they stop this horror
that seemed intent
upon destroying their
world financial
domination.
One man could
allegedly be bribed to
do so. City banks paid
off his debts and
promised to keep
quiet about his alleged
bi-sexual activities
provided he did what
they told him to do.
The rest is history.

Instead of a
Democracy,
Britain got
what this
man wanted!

Warmongering Authoritarian Nauseating Killing Empire Recruitment Society.
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Political
Correctness!
By our politically correct
correspondent: Lydia Dustbin.

You too can dress like a
Government Minister,
Quango Director or High
Court Judge on their day off!

Are we Homophobic, Anti-Semitic, Racist or Nazi?
We assure our readers we don't use homophobic
washing powder. We use Daz that doesn’t contain
homophobia.
As for anti-Semitism, we don't use it and much prefer
Domestos drain cleaner. It goes right around the “U”
bend.
In our view,
Racist stands for: Really Articulate Caring Intellectually
Sincere Type. It is therefore a complement!
Our interpretation of Nazi is: Nice Anti Zionist Intellectual.
Yet another complement!
As for radical Islamb. Our lamb is from New Zealand
and we have been assured it has not been radicalised.
So there you have it, trust this clears up any possible
misunderstanding.

Please Support

F OFF
Friends Of Fockham
Freedom.
Fockham is an independent
country surrounded by Zionist
occupied United Kingdom.
It is probably the smallest country in the
world. The BBC continues to broadcast
alleged subversive propaganda,
intended for the entire Zionist occupied
United Kingdom. This air wave pollution
can accidentally be tuned into in
Fockham. Listening to it can affect
mental health. Despite complaints the
BBC has the audacity to want payment
to enable them to continue polluting the
air-waves!
This must stop, we need your support.

This exclusive outfit
contains:
Stockings, leather
suspender belt, jack-boots,
frilly knickers, bull whip, Red
Army jacket and cap.
Egg whisk, cardboard wig
and box of tissues are extra.

Your Letters:
Sir,
As an Actor of many years I write to say how disgusted I
am by the shoddy way false flag outrages are
presented.
The Woolwich outrage is one such example. It was
simply not convincing.
How does a woman comfort a man that has just had his
head cut off? Why the lack of blood? Why was the
woman with the shopping trolley allowed on the film
set?
The list goes on. If they don't pull their socks up they will
never be able to convince the gullible public of the next
government organised outrage. How on earth do they
expect to start World War III with such shoddy outrages!
Yours
Chuck Itaway
Professional Government False Flag Outrage Actor.
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Difficult Questions
What to say when children reach the age
when they start to ask embarrassing and
difficult questions.
By our counselling expert: Ima Nutter.
Have your children reached that age where they start to ask
difficult and embarrassing questions?
Questions such as, “Mummy, why can't this country have
debt free currency?” And other questions such as ”Daddy,
what was an MP that later became prime minister doing with
another man in a public toilet in 1985? Why was details of his
arrest destroyed when he became prime monster?” These
questions and more are often near impossible to answer.
For example, how do you explain to your child that when they
are old enough to work, they will become a tax slave. Over
six months of their hard earned income will be stolen from
them, by the tax office, to enable the country to pay off a
fraudulent debt that doesn't exist! That is, of course, if they
are lucky enough to have a job!
When your children ask you what their grandfathers really
fought for in both world wars, it's difficult to tell them that they
fought for the privilege of being lied to! Telling your children
that their grandfathers fought and suffered to enable an evil
minority of elite banking families, such as the Rothschild's
and Rockefeller's, to get rich, is not easy.
My advice is to either tell them the truth or if you want them to
believe the fantasy for a bit longer, similar to believing in
Santa Claus, get them to watch mainstream news. Especially
BBC documentaries, allegedly some of the best fiction you
will ever see!

Edward Heath Conman Market
Commemoration Toilet Paper.
Heath's government
illegally launched a
hidden campaign to
socially engineer public
opinion towards Common
Market acceptance.

A joy with every wipe!

Anti-Common Market
personalities in the BBC
were sacked.
Newspapers were flooded
with fake letters written by
Civil Servants praising the
Common Market.

Commemorating Forty-one years of
Fraud and Treason. 1973 - 2014
Warning: The sight of Edward Heath can bring on extreme nausea!
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Jobs Section
Situations vacant.
Mainstream News Fiction
Writer.
Working directly for Lord
Jackoff your job will be to
remove truth from the news and
report what we tell you. We are
an equal opportunities
employer and especially invite
candidates that are educated
twits or dimwitted University
Graduates that believe
everything the establishment
tells them.
Remember you and your family
will be at risk if you don't do and
think what we tell you.

Apply with full CV along with your
prison record to:
The Government Information
Controller,Turd House,
69 Nosex Drive,
Rectum,
WA1 0NK.

Truth Movement Infiltrator.
Working directly for the secret
services, your job will be to
infiltrate truth movements and
destroy them from within.
Spread rumours, create
suspicion and generally make
members despondent.
False Truth Movement
Organiser.
In order to control the
opposition the Secret Services
will be starting a false truth
movement. Your job will be to
make it look authentic with
some truths but in reality
steering its members away
from what is really going on.
Applicants for both jobs send CV
with evidence of how long you
have been on the sex offenders
register to:
Secret Service Ltd
Rectum public lavatory,
Hidden behind the pipe,
Rectum
PI5 0FF
Please note: You and your family will be
killed if you become a whistle-blower
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Psycho Art
For the mentally deranged.
Spot the Psycho Art!
As you may well know, Britain's
universities have been infiltrated
by Communist subversion since
the 1930's. The Frankfurt School
made huge inroads in order to
destroy Britain from within and
they have succeeded! Our current
bunch of freak politicians are the
result of many decades of
infiltration.
One of the methods and stages of
subversion is to demoralize
everyone. An integral part of that is
so-called art that's ugly and works
on the subconscious so as to
depress people.

We are looking for the worst
example of Psycho Art!
This lump of mindless junk
was photographed by one
of our readers in Harlow,
Essex.
It looks like a sort of dogs
pissuar with a lump of scrap
metal on the top.

Dog's Pissuar!

We think this is one of the
worst, unless you know
differently?

Spot the difference between a
Henry Moore Sculpture and a pile of
Dog Poo!

Instead of depressing us, why not
have fun!
Think up apt names and artistic
and/or scientific ways of getting rid
of these mindless pieces of junk
that litter our landscape?

Henry Moore
Sculpture?

Pile of Dog
Poo?

101 uses for that ugly rusting heap
of scrap metal commonly known as
“The Angel of the North!” We prefer
to call it “Eyesore of the North!”

We’ve given three ideas
of uses for that ugly
heap but we welcome
your suggestions of
what to do with it.

1. Ideal for mass hanging of Traitor
MP's and corrupt bankers. Around
forty at a time could be lynched!
2. Giant pidgin roost although It
probably already is!
3. Put TNT underneath it and try and
blast it into orbit.
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Charities
A case of

Problem – Reaction –
Solution!
A problem is created, the public
react and those that caused the
problem offer their solution!

What's Happened to Granny?
Have you got an unwanted
Elderly Relative?
Why not put them on the Rectum Pathway!

Psycho's in power deliberately
create financial problems so as
to extort even more money out
of the average enslaved tax
payer. The problems created
often necessitate charities to
give the impression they are
endeavouring to solve a
problem that shouldn't have
existed in the first place!

They go into hospital for an unnecessary minor operation and
come out in a wooden overcoat!

The last thing major charities
want is to solve the problem
they were set up to resolve!
Those at the very top of the
charity racket get rich at the
expense of an enormous
number of people who work for
nothing.

Sponsored by the following Government Quangos:

The starving in Africa to cancer
charities are a huge money
spinner. It enables the most evil
ruthless business people to
give a false image of
benevolence. In reality they
are offloading part of their
finances in order to avoid tax
and look good at the same
time!
The starving in Africa could be
cured almost overnight with
debt free currency. Natural
cures for cancer have been
around for decades but they
are deliberately suppressed. It
would be a financial disaster for
charities and the
pharmaceutical Mafia if cures
were generally known about.
Sickness is very lucrative
especially as the banks and
pharmaceutical industry set up
and finance medical schools.
We are talking about the large
major charities NOT small
charities that are generally
honest and struggling to
survive.

Fast Turnaround.
The Rothschild Government grab most of their assets
and you can have what's left!

Society of International Cold blooded Killers and deranged oncologists
Pharmaceutical Research into Internationally Controlled Killing Service
Association of Radical Social Engineering of the Highest Order Legalised by E.U Solidarity
Charity Appeal

Donkey Charity,
Please give Generously.
Our donkey charity was set up to
stop donkeys being abused by the
Minolta tribe of the Outer Focus
Mountains.
To our horror, we recently discovered
the tribe no longer abuse their
donkeys. In fact they treat them
exceptionally well!
We relied upon donkey cruelty to survive. The
charities founder was looking forward to getting the
latest BMW sports car. Our hopes are now in tatters.
If you go to the Outer Focus Mountains, please abuse
a donkey, take a picture and send it to us so we can
use the picture to raise much needed funds.
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Competition Page
Fun for the entire diverse, multicultural drug
addicted single parent family on benefits!
Spot the Subversion Competition!
As Britain is systematically destroyed from within can you
guess when stages 3 and 4 will happen? To help you we have
listed the four key stages of subversion.
1. ANYTHING GOES – 1960's: Breakdown of social structure
and morality. Allow permissiveness, explicit sex and violence
on film and TV. Create drug addiction whilst promoting the
opposite, destroy the family unit, eradicate self-respect.

Spot the odd one out!
Which one isn't allegedly
an egotistical psychopath?

2. DEMORALIZATION – 1970's onwards: Destroy industry.
Have a constant artificial financial crisis. Swamp indigenous
population with mass immigration. Claim indigenous
population are lazy and don't want to work. Due to high
unemployment people become dependent upon the state to
survive, enabling the state to dictate to them. Media is
constantly negative to keep people depressed and anxious.
3. CRISIS – Create major civil unrest and/or mock terrorist
outrage etc. Then go in heavy handed with armed force.
Quickly rush through draconian laws. Any excuse to round
innocent people up and put them in work camps. People start
mysteriously disappearing.
4 – NORMALIZATION – Term used by dictators when a police
state is reached. Depopulation agenda is then accelerated.
Answer to previous competition:

What the F**K is this
so-called art
supposed to be?

Question: Spot the BBC News item
that isn't a pack of lies and
propaganda?
Answer: When they tell you what day
it is!

Disclaimer:
The Fockham Hall Times is against all forms of totalitarianism. We believe in freedom of the individual, regardless
of race. Britain currently has a false democracy in which governments are puppets to the minority of banking
families such as the Rothschild’s. The entire economic system is a huge usury fraud that's designed to financially
enslave the masses whilst making the elite 1% even richer.
What we are witnessing today is the ongoing deliberate destruction of Anglo-Saxon culture and race. Mass
immigration is an integral part of the plan in order to create social tension. The tension is then used as an excuse,
by governments, to bring about a police state whereby enabling those in control to carry out mass genocide with
relative ease.
Both the indigenous population and immigrants are victims of this cruel policy. Sadly, social engineering has
dumbed the populous down to a point where most people are unable to see what is really happening. Similar
happened in the former Soviet Union where under Stalin's dictatorship around 60 million people were murdered.
Britain continues to be systematically destroyed from within. From the 1930's onwards the former Soviet Union
infiltrated British universities. Communism simply mutated when the Berlin wall came down and hasn't gone away!
What we see today in government is the result of several decades of communist infiltration. An integral part of
subversion is to demoralize the indigenous population. It is blatantly obvious, but again only a minority can see it.
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Are you fed up with cultural Marxism?

Start your own country!
Declare independence from Subversion!
Most of us live in a country that was
named by some useless ruthless
ponce years ago to fuel their own ego.
The royals and village idiots have a lot
in common; they are both the result of
close family breeding!
Looking at it logically, the royal
ancestors of the current bunch of
mentally deranged parasitic psycho’s
were the least qualified to name a
country let alone rule it!
Now this is where the fun starts! If you
are fed up with cultural Marxism why
not start your own country and declare
independence? Additionally why not
give yourself a poncy title?
Your house, flat, tent or even a VW
camper van can be a country!
As an independent country you can
ban political correctness! Officials,
such as TV licensing, would need a
valid passport and a visa costing
£1230 to enter your abode.
Also as an independent country you
could try avoiding UK's/Ireland's
fraudulent taxes (usually without
success!) Ignore UK's/Ireland's
pantomime politics and silly elections.
Eventually all the independent
countries would amalgamate to form a
Free UK and Free Ireland. We would
introduce debt free currency, similar to
the 1914 Bradbury Pound. Usury
would be banned. There would only be
one low percentage purchase tax, all
other taxes would be unnecessary.
Inflation and artificial debt crisis would
be confined to the history books.

Did you know?

If Marxist subversion in Britain ended
today, it is estimated it would take a
minimum of three generations to correct
the damage that has been done!

Kingdom of
Och Aye the Noo.
Sir Archibald
Haggis and Lady
Enorma Stitz.

Kingdom of
Peace
Loving
Vikings.
H.R.H Heir
Dryer and
Baroness
Perm.

Kingdom of Far Cough
His Excellency Sir Phloem
and Lady Cough
United State of Dadoronron.
His Excellency Baron von DadoRon.

Kingdom of
Far out Man.
Ageing
Hippies and
spaced out
H.R.H Ted
and Lady
Susan.

Kingdom of “It's the
way I Tell em!”
H.R.H Joe King.
Kingdom of
Paddyland
H.R.H Sir Ivor
Biggan and
Lady Frigid.

Principality of
Das Boot U96
(Houseboat)
Admiral Fred and
her Ladyship
Daisy.

Marxist
subverted
Ireland

Marxist
Subverted
United
Kingdom

Principality of Anti-Krieg
SS Storm-trooper
Oberst-Gruppenführer
Heir Flick
Kingdom of Groovy
Peace and Love
Her Royal Highness
Hippie Janet.
Kingdom of Garlic Farts
H.R.H Baron Von
Flatulence and Lady
Mung Beans.

Kingdom of Twats
Her Ladyship Twinkle

Kingdom of
Pissum.
H.R.H Sir Kenneth
and Lady Pisstake.

Kingdom of Fockham.
H.R.H Baron Von Fockham

Independent Countries Surrounded
by Marxist subversion.
Starting soon,
Fockham Hall Radio.

The current Anglo Saxon cultural
genocide was planned in 1907. It's a
long process over many decades.
Successive psycho social manipulators
have been amazed by its success, until
now!
A tidal wave of people are increasingly
waking up and those in control are
getting very worried!

State of VW Camper-van
Anti-Krieg 1st Panzer Division
Freiherr Sid and Freifrau Anne.

Broadcasting direct from the fully
independent state of Fockham.

www.fockhamhallradio.com
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